95mm Insulated Roller Shutters
Technical Specifications
Roller Curtain
The shutter curtain is constructed from 95mm deep
insulated laminated coated steel laths, injected with
CFC free polyurethane foam. The outer lath surface
incorporates 3 grooves for increased strength and
visually pleasing external surface. Alternate laths are
retained by nylon endlocks fixed and secured by steel
rivets.
Bottom Rail
Heavy duty extruded aluminum complete with air
cushion rubber strip.
Headseal
100mm or 150mm nylon brushstrip is supplied to fix to
the underside of the lintel to form a seal between the
lintel and the shutter curtain.
Side Guides and Angles
Specially designed galvanized guide section 80mm x
90mm deep x 2.5mm incorporating vertical brush seals
full height to both sides of each guide.
Roller Barrel
Constructed from mild steel tube of suitable outside
diameter and wall thickness to suit shutter application.
Barrels are fitted in conjunction with an appropriate
safety device, e.g. Safedrive motor unit/safety brake.
Roller Bracket Plates
Of suitable design, and ranging from 6 mm to 10 mm
thickness. Fitted with suitable cleats for fixing to the
structure.
Finish
Side guides and supporting angles are galvanised.
Shutter curtain is laminated in a colour finish internally
& externally. Bracket plates and angles are mild steel
and are primer painted.

Coil Casings/Fascias/Motor Covers
Coil casings, fascias and motor covers can be supplied
at additional cost and are supplied galvanised unless
specified otherwise.
Operation
A variety of electric motors are used, depending upon
the application. 415 volt 3 phase motors are normally
used however a 240 volt Tube Motor can be used for
smaller applications. A push button station is provided
with “UP”, “DOWN” and “STOP” buttons. Our estimate/
quotation should provide the relevant details concerning
the electric specification intended to be used for each
particular installation, together with the electrical
requirements that need to be provided by the customer.
Windows
Rows of double glazed Perspex windows can be
incorporated into the shutter laths at additional cost.
THERMALLY TESTED ASSEMBLED CURTAIN = 3.3
W/m²K.
CURTAIN WEIGHT = 11.3kg m²
WIND LOAD TESTED TO CATEGORY 5.
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